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ABOUT US 
 
Defence Families of Australia (DFA) is the official body appointed by the Government to represent 
the views of Defence Families. Its aim is to inform the Government and Defence of the needs of ADF 
families.  

The DFA team are all partners of current serving members. 

DFA is independent of Defence.       

 
      

 

 

 

 

      

      

      

      

 

      

      

© 2020 This publication is subject to copyright  

No part may be reproduced without permission from Defence Families of Australia (DFA)  

We acknowledge the traditional owners of Country across Australia on which we conduct our work, 
and pay our respect to them, their culture and Elders past, present and emerging. 

           

ABN 27 688 368 241 

  

dfa.org.au 

convenor@dfa.org.au 

National Office 
BP35-3-077 
35 Brindabella Circuit 
Canberra Airport ACT 2609 

Social Media  
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GLOSSARY 
 

DCO   Defence Community Organisation 

DHA   Defence Housing Authority 

DRHM  Defence Relocations and Housing Manager 

DSNSG  Defence Special Needs Support Group 

DSM   Defence School Mentor 

E&IG   Estate and Infrastructure Group 

ESO/VSO  Ex-Service Organisations / Veterans Service Organisations 

FLO   Family Liaison Officer 

FSFP   Family Support Funding Program 

MWD(U)  Member with Dependants (Unaccompanied) 

RA   Rental Assistance 

REDLO  Regional Education Defence Liaison Officer 

RLLT   Remote Location Leave Travel 

SADFO  Senior Australian Defence Force Officer 

SR   Service Residence 
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     FROM THE NATIONAL CONVENOR 
                                         

There have been times this year that I have been without words to describe 
what’s been happening as a result of COVID-19. But I, and all of the DFA 
Executive, have felt the anguish of families who have not been able to 
reunite with their ADF member and extended families.  

We also acknowledge that deployments have not been the same, with 
reunion travel cancelled as an example. DFA has informed Defence of the 
growing anguish of Member with Dependant Unaccompanied (MWDU) 
families over this year. When the pandemic first started, we advocated for 
the significant number of our partners who are essential workers like health 
care professionals, highlighting that Defence might need to provide greater 
flexibility for the ADF member to support their families.  

The Defence Community Centres and Groups adapted very quickly and 
much of their programming was moved online almost immediately, which 
was fantastic. The Defence Community Organisation commenced regular webinars to engage with 
families on topics relevant to them.  

For the first time in decades (that I am aware of), DFA did not hold our annual Conference Week 
where we come together in Canberra in August to provide feedback to stakeholders about what 
families are saying is important to them. Travel restrictions obviously made that decision for us but 
that doesn’t mean that advocacy for us has stopped, nor has work within the Department of Defence 
stopped.  

Several members of the DFA Executive met with Minister Chester virtually in August to brief him on 
the cross-border challenges for our partners that are teachers and provide him with an update on our 
families during COVID-19. We met with Chief of the Defence Force General Campbell and Head of 
People Capability (HPC) Major General Natasha Fox in October. A number of the issues that DFA 
has raised consistently over the years, particularly housing related, are currently being addressed 
through the ADF Employment Offer Modernisation Program. The initiatives can’t be talked about 
publicly yet, but it’s so encouraging to see a recognition of the need for policy change because the 
needs of ADF members and their families have changed.   

As I re-read this letter, I actually think a good word for this year is ‘firsts’. First pandemic for all of 
us; you may have done your first exercise class on-line; and your children did all of their schooling 
online for the first time. Unfortunately, I watched a funeral online for the first time.  

The Department of Veterans’ Affairs appointed the first Veterans Family Advocate to the portfolio.  

The new Veteran Family Advocate, Ms. Gwen Cherne, will be an additional member of two 
Commissions that deliver services to veterans and their families — the Repatriation Commission and 
the Military Rehabilitation and Compensation Commission. She will focus on mental health and 
suicide prevention and bring new insights into risk factors relating to the wellbeing of veterans and 
their families, particularly during transition from the Australian Defence Force (ADF). I have known 
Ms. Cherne for a number of years, and I look forward to working hand-in-hand with her in this new 
role. 

There are still unknowns ahead for us. Posting to a new location is going to look different this posting 
cycle for example, the same level of choice won’t be there in order to maintain safety. All year DFA 
has reinforced the messaging of reaching out for help if you need it and the importance of maintaining 
social connection in any way you can. Those messages remain true and on behalf of the DFA team, 
take care. 

 

Maree Sirois 
DFA National Convenor 
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FROM THE MINISTER FOR DEFENCE PERSONNEL 
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Members of the DFA Team meet via video conference with Minister 
Chester and his advisors 
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FROM CHIEF OF THE DEFENCE FORCE 

 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      

  

Members of the DFA Team meet via video conference with General 
Angus Campbell AO, DSD, Chief of the Defence Force (CDF) and 
Major General Natasha Fox – Head of People Capability (HPC)  
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OUR TEAM 
 
Contacts details are available at our website dfa.org.au 
 

Canberra Staff 

 

National Convenor 
Maree Sirois 

National Communications Officer 
Michelle Hoare 

Project Officer Employment 
Nejula Blake 

 

National Delegates 

 

ACT and Southern NSW 
Emma Steil (from September 2020 Victoria Dixon) 

Central and Northern NSW 
Victoria Holland 

Northern Queensland 
Chandell Derham (finishing December 2020) 

Southern Queensland 
Sarah Felber 

Western Australia 
Patricia Dodds 

South Australia 
Keely Marrs 

Victoria and Tasmania 
Gabrielle Sasse      

Northern Territory and Kimberley 
Jessica Hanison 
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FAREWELL FROM EMMA STEIL  
- ACT & SOUTHERN NSW NATIONAL DELEGATE  
 

In my final communication for DFA as the Delegate for ACT and Southern NSW I would like to say 
a big thank you to all the Commands, along with key stakeholders and organisations in the region who 
support our Defence families; for taking time out of their busy schedules and meeting with me, 
enabling me to voice concerns on behalf of families and listening to the feedback I have provided to 
them over the years. 

I would also like to thank the many stakeholders who have assisted me in ensuring positive outcomes 
for some of the complicated advocacy cases that often are presented to DFA. 

To the families in my region, I thank you for reaching out and trusting me with your feedback. I hope 
I have managed to play some small part in assisting to navigate a slightly smoother journey for those 
of you that have reached out for assistance and advocacy. 

I am pleased to have been able to play a role in this past year of successfully advocating for Defence 
School Mentors to be engaged in local schools in the Queanbeyan area, following feedback from local 
families; along with making positive inroads into partner employment in regional areas such as 
Albury Wodonga.  This would not have been possible without the support of key Defence 
stakeholders. 

DFA has made some important contributions over the past few years but it is the collective 
collaboration with our stakeholders that enable us to continue this important work and see the ongoing 
benefits for our Defence families.  It has been a privilege for me to advocate for Defence families in 
the ACT and Southern NSW region. 

I would like to congratulate Victoria Dixon, 
who will be my replacement.   

I am confident that I am leaving the region in 
very capable hands.   

  

Emma with Emma Finch from DCO 
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FAREWELL FROM CHANDELL DERHAM  
- NORTHERN QUEENSLAND DELEGATE 
 
Sadly, I will be leaving my position at DFA at the end of the year, as my family is posted to Brisbane 
for 2021. The time that I have spent as the Northern Qld Delegate has afforded me some amazing 
opportunities to represent Defence Families and the Northern Qld Community. I have worked 
alongside some dedicated and passionate support agencies who have received my feedback and ideas 
with an open mind, as they continually seek to improve their services to Defence families.  

I have spoken with Commanders at all levels who see the value in supporting families as part of a 
wholistic model of personnel management. And I have been with families through both joyful and 
challenging times, and I continue to be amazed at their strength and resilience. The most rewarding 
feedback from families is knowing that I was person they could call, the person they trusted to listen 
to their concerns, and the one who would follow every avenue to find a solution.   

Leaving this wonderful community will be hard, and I am incredibly proud of the improvements in 
family support that have been implemented over the last four years. I’d like to thank the Defence 
Families, support agencies and Commanders in Northern Qld for their support and trust in me, and 
their continued efforts on behalf of families.  

 

      

Chandell with Rachel Baker (Area Manager NQ), Kim Ingleton 
(FLO) at Welcome to Townsville expo.  
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OUR ADVOCACY 
 
When you look at all of DFA’s communications you mainly see our national advocacy and 
relationship building activities. Behind what we release publicly, our National Delegates are 
helping individual families. The numbers are not huge because typically our system works as it 
should, but now and again it doesn’t, or a family needs help to navigate a more complex 
situation.  

DFA’s National Delegates typically take on a case manager-type role, gathering information from all 
of the relevant parties, using that information to figure out what to do next, and asking stakeholders to 
pursue a certain line of action. All of our National Delegates have extensive local networks and a few 
go-to contacts in Canberra as well that they draw upon. Families often appreciate that a fellow spouse, 
who gets this life, has their best interests in mind. 

This year has been very different from previous years for our National Delegates and much of our 
interactions with families and stakeholders have moved to virtual platforms. Our advocacy work has 
continued and, in some regions due to the increased challenges families have faced in the current 
climate, this advocacy work has actually increased. 

Many of our advocacy cases are sensitive in nature and we appreciate the trust families place in us 
when they disclose their issues and reach out for help, as we know this can often be difficult.  

The National Convenor is the only member of the Executive with an office, so we were already 
largely operating remotely. It’s normal business for us. We also send out our thanks to all the 
individuals within the wider Defence system who help us figure out the best way forward. 

Our advocacy work highlights the unique position DFA holds in the regions and nationally. We are at 
times linking many services and touch points together in order to achieve positive outcomes for 
families. The ability of partners and families to achieve these outcomes themselves are limited by 
many factors such as: struggling to maintain a support network due to multiple relocations; awareness 
of complex policies and procedures; inability to make local contacts or understand the process 
involved to resolve their situation; and the need to contact multiple organisations who often do not 
speak to each other and coordinate a response, while dealing with emotionally charged situations at 
the same time. This can be overwhelming for families and cause further distress. 

One recent advocacy case where a family was referred to DFA from the Community Centre Co-
ordinator involved a welfare and housing and relocation issue. Initially our National Delegate 
contacted her local Defence Housing Specialist in order to get a better understanding of the position 
the family was in. Next, we contacted the Unit involved to understand what steps had already been 
taken to assist the family, as the situation required higher approval and needed to be resolved swiftly, 
we made contact with the Service Headquarters to alert them to the situation. This resulted in higher 
level interactions between the Service Headquarters and the Director of Relocations and Housing, and 
then once again to the Member’s Unit. 

Throughout the process DFA remained in contact with the family providing updates and listening to 
their concerns. We remained in contact with TOLL to ensure if approval for relocation was granted, 
they were able to deliver this in a reduced timeframe, and we continued to update DHA at a local 
level on the progress of the family’s situation. In the end the situation was resolved to the immense 
relief of the family. 

Because of the complex nature of interacting with multiple stakeholders, this outcome is unlikely to 
have occurred without DFAs significant involvement and relationships with local and national 
stakeholders.      
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Our advocacy remains at the heart of what we do, and we love to see feedback from the families we 
help. Sometimes we hear of the results of our advocacy indirectly through social media and other 
channels, and sometimes families provide feedback directly to the Delegate in their region that  we 
have made it a little easier for another family to face the unique challenges of Defence life. Either way 
we are grateful for the opportunity to advocate for our families and humbled by the trust those 
families continue to place in us.      

 

I just wanted to say that [name of National Delegate] has been beyond 
brilliant with supporting me during this tough time...Not only did [Name of 
National Delegate] listen to me, support me and keep me informed about 
what was happening but she went above and beyond contacting whoever 
she could to ensure my [need] was heard and actioned.  

 

 

I can’t thank you enough for helping me get this rolling.  
 
 

Words can’t even describe how thankful we are right now. It’s not often 
we take help, but we really ended up in a tough spot here!  
Thank you so much.   
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COVID-19 AND 2020 - A CHALLENGING YEAR  
 
We felt it was important to highlight the effect of the pandemic on families in the hardest-hit 
State. This account is written by Gabrielle Sasse, National Delegate Victoria and Tasmania. 

This year started strongly for ADF families, with terrific Welcome events being held across the 
region. Meeting with Defence families, Command and the agencies that support our families at the 
Welcome events was a highlight. Puckapunyal held a water-themed event at the local swimming 
centre on a hot day, and fun trampolining sessions were enjoyed by ADF families bases at each of 
HMAS Cerberus, RAAF Base Sale and Melbourne.  

But the fun was not to last.  From late March, the COVID-19 pandemic began impacting the 
Melbourne metropolitan region, which resulted in swift school closures, workplace shutdowns and 
bases operating on reduced staffing.  

As part of this ‘first wave’ of COVID-19, Melbourne families had to quickly adapt to running school 
lessons online from home, as well as work from home if workplaces could adapt to this – but for 
many businesses, remote working was not possible, and they closed or vastly reduced their staffing 
needs. Part-time employment was severely impacted, which many ADF partners rely on during 
postings.  

Amongst these challenges, the Community Centres were able to quickly pivot to offer many virtual 
programs, so that ADF families were still able to connect with each other as well as enjoy some great 
programs for children and adults alike. Mothers’ Day was not forgotten, for example, with the 
Simpson Barracks Community Centre team personally delivering gift bags to the doorsteps of local 
Mums; online scavenger hunts were held to entertain children, and book clubs met via Zoom. By June 
2020, restrictions were eased in Melbourne and schools returned to the classroom – Melbournians felt 
they had made it through the last 3 months, and had turned the corner, and the rest of the country was 
confidently re-opening as well. 

But by July, Melbourne faced a ‘second wave’ of COVID-19 through community transmission. This 
time, Melbourne was on its own in dealing with a health crisis, as other States had no or very low 
numbers. First restrictions were placed on 10 local government areas across Melbourne’s northern 
suburbs, but within days, as case numbers rose quickly, the entire Melbourne metropolitan region was 
the subject of the most stringent restrictions nationwide. This affected HMAS Cerberus, Simpson 
Barracks, Point Cook/ RAAF Williams and the Mitchell Shire (Puckapunyal) which were all placed 
into lockdown. This crisis was unlike the first wave – this time there were thousands of COVID-19 
cases, and restricting movement was vital to containing the spread. The majority of businesses were 
closed (except “essential workplaces”); working from home was mandated, schools were closed 
again, and ADF members were called out to assist with the escalating health crisis in Melbourne. 
These tough restrictions also limited the movement of people to within 5 kms of home, not permitted 
any face to face meetings with family or friends, placed restrictions on daily exercise outside the 
home, and required every person over 12 years to wear a face mask outside at all times. With case 
numbers escalating, regional Victoria was also affected, and restrictions were imposed on the regions 
as well (including RAAF Base Sale). 

Two months later, the emotional toll on the Victorian community is palpable. Everyone has been 
affected, regardless of their personal circumstances. With so much uncertainty day to day, it has 
required every ounce of resilience to handle the challenges in this region, be they trying to home- 
school children as well as work from home, financial issues due to  unemployment/ reduced work, or 
being an essential worker on the front line in hospitals or aged care; the closure of childcare services; 
posting uncertainties for members and the whole family; families on hold In Victoria and not able to 
move interstate due to COVID-19 restrictions; isolation from family and friends, and a sense of 
loneliness and disconnection from the rest of the country.  

The recent announcements on the roadmap out of restrictions across Victoria has been a positive, and 
with case numbers now dropping, there is light at the end of the tunnel. For most, it can’t come fast 
enough.  
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Regional Victoria has now begun re-opening schools and businesses and easing the rules to allow 
meetings of family and friends. For the Melbourne metropolitan area, it will take more time over the 
coming weeks before Christmas to ease restrictions, but small changes are already being made to 
allow more daily exercise, reduce the curfew time by one hour, allow for limited social interaction for 
those on their own; reopen childcare, and plan for the very youngest and the late stage school children 
to return to classroom.  

Through it all, our ADF families have had to handle the tough challenges, the uncertainties 
about the future, changing restrictions, and the loss of their ordinary life pre-COVID-19.  

Like no other time in our lifetimes, Defence families have been called on to use their unique 
skills to adapt to change and extraordinary measures.  

Defence families are familiar with the need to pivot and change direction, and they have shown 
they are truly capable of withstanding tough situations – not because it is easy, but in spite of it 
being difficult.  

With a way forward now in place for Victoria, as well as through the ADF posting cycle process, 
there is much more to look forward to in the months ahead. Thank you to all ADF families in Victoria 
for staying the course, as we come through this together, and to all those who have worked to support 
them, including Command, Service Chaplains, DCO, Toll, DHA and the Defence Relocations team.      

  

Prior to COVID-19, Gabrielle 9left) met with the Puckapunyal 
welcome event, pictured here with the DCO team. 
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PARTNER EMPLOYMENT 
 
Partner Employment continues to be a priority advocacy issue for DFA. Results of the 2019 ADF 
Families Survey indicate that unemployment rates continue to be higher than the national average and 
that it is an important consideration for partners. DFA was given additional resources in the past year 
in order to hire a human resource professional to run the Defence Partner Friendly Employment 
Program. The Project Officer - Employment was appointed in November 2019.  

DFA remains committed to a position, founded in knowledge gained from counterparts in the United 
Kingdom, United States and Canada, which outlines that three key areas need to be addressed to 
improve Defence partner employment outcomes: 

Job readiness (such as resume assistance, interview and career coaching). 

Employer education (educating employers on the needs of partners, such as mobility, the skills they 
bring to an employer, and hiring practices that can make employment more difficult to achieve. This 
education piece needs to be separate from Veterans’ programs in order to achieve success). 

Connecting partners with supportive employers. 

DFA’s employment related work and advocacy has been, and continues to be, in the two latter areas.      

DFA DEFENCE PARTNER FRIENDLY EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM 
 
Current Defence Partner Friendly Employers are: 

Albury City Council; Australia Military Bank; BAE Systems; Clayton Utz; Defence Bank; 
Defence Health; GoodStart; Hireup; Konekt; PWC; Saab; Thales; Westpac; Work Rehab. 

These employers have agreed to:  

● Provide Defence partners with equal and fair access to employment opportunities with their 
organisation regardless of their defence affiliation; 

● In good faith consider flexible work arrangements and or job relocation when and if a 
Defence partner employee is posted to a new location; 

● Ensure a process is in place that allows Defence partners the opportunity to self-identify when 
applying for a position at their organization. 

Discussions are currently taking place with eight other employers. COVID-19 has certainly impacted 
our program with some employers needing several months to determine the effects on their business, 
and as such we are only just now receiving data on their recruitment. We are also constantly thinking 
about the best employers to have as part of the program to give a breadth of opportunity. Defence has 
informed DFA the program will not be supported beyond June 30, 2020 so the focus of next year will 
be both strengthening the program and exploring options for the program to continue elsewhere. 
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TEACHERS 
 
Mid-August several members of the DFA Executive met with Minister Chester and his advisors 
virtually to advocate for our partners who are teachers. There has been an assumption, formed from 
anecdotal experience that a high number of Defence Partners work as teachers. This assumption has 
recently been supported by the results of the ADF Families Survey which reported 11 percent of 
respondents working as education professionals. However, the portability of a career in education has 
been questioned. 

Based on feedback from a number of partners, DFA outlined the following issues of concern: 

a. Maintaining registration between State / Territory jurisdictions 

“As a full qualified and proficient teacher who should have gotten mutual 
recognition it still took 5 months from submission of paperwork to finalising 
registration so I could teach.” 

 
b. Career trajectory and financial setbacks 

 

c. Additional Mandatory Checks 

“Not to mention I need to do the SA specific first aid and child protection 
training face-to-face which only runs at certain times. By the time I moved 
and was able to book all of these, complete and get all the paperwork took 
nearly six months”. 

 

Professional standing  

 

“I would also add though, that the main loss is of your reputation and 
networking if you are in senior positions.  It is also loss of significance - 
that is an unmeasurable grief.” 

 

Loss of personal/ long service leave 

DFA made the following recommendations and will follow-up over the coming year:  

1. Teacher registration reform, with a move to a National Accreditation Body.  

2. The introduction and implementation of a National Working with Children/ Vulnerable 
Persons Check.  

3. An identification and reinvigoration of leave portability provisions which includes 
employment in States or Territories and Commonwealth Government, along with the 
expansion of reciprocity agreements as necessary.  
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DEFENCE SCHOOL MENTORS: PROPOSED NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AWARD  
 
Defence School Mentors are based within primary and secondary schools across Australia for the 
purpose of providing support to the children of Defence families through on-site, direct and flexible 
assistance to students, parents, teachers and other support services. At the meeting mid-August with 
Minister Chester DFA also advocated for a new classification to be created under the Education 
Services (Schools) General Staff Award for these positions. If this is not possible, agreement on an 
existing classification under this award. 

Reasons for this change include: 

While funded by Defence, DSMs are actually the employees of the individual school. Each State 
employs their DSMs under different employment awards and are therefore paid varying amounts. 
This significantly affects the ability of the program administrators within Defence to budget, plan and 
provide support to the greatest number of Defence children. 

Because each State/employer makes their own award determination, some schools expect the DSM to 
be dual hatted, performing classroom support to non-Defence children. This detracts from the purpose 
of the program and the support given to Defence children.  

A national award classification would create national awareness of the program and the position 
within education departments, resulting in consistency of function. It would also make it easier for 
DSMs, who are often Defence partners, to move around the country.   

 

NURSING 
 
Thirteen percent of respondents to the 2019 ADF Family Survey reported that they were health 
professionals – the highest percentage of any category. Like teachers, this is another category where 
we suspected that a lot of our partners are employed, and the ADF Family Survey report has provided 
the evidence of that.   

Late last year Metro North Health (in South-East Queensland) contacted DFA about developing a 
method by which ADF partners could self-identify in the application process for their graduate 
nursing program, so that all qualified applicants can be guaranteed an interview.  

Due to the high number of applicants, ordinarily Metro North Health do not take out of area 
applications. However, due to their ties with the ADF, Metro North understood that this would 
exclude partners moving with their ADF member. DFA extends its thanks to the Graduate Registered 
Nursing and Midwifery Program, Nurse Manager Helle Engelsmann with MetroNorth Health who 
recently reviewed all 1700 applications to make sure any ADF partners were not missed. 
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DFA also contacted other health jurisdictions in Queensland and our thanks also extends to Darling 
Downs Health. 

 

We at Darling Downs Health have a long and consistent relationship with 
the ADF and it would be our pleasure and honour to support the partners 
of ADF Members in this manner. We have supported RNs in our Graduate 
program who have been sponsored by the ADF in the recent past. 
 
Health workers, ADF members and Police have been joined at the hip once 
again this year against a common threat and we will definitely support each 
other.      
 
Please let your families know that we will guarantee an interview place for 
any applicant who identifies as recognised Partners of ADF Members.  
 
DDHHS Nurse Graduate Program      

      
This is a starting point for advocacy for our partners who are health professionals and DFA will 
consider other avenues over the coming year. 

SPECIAL PROVISIONS IN ON-BASE CONTRACTS AND THE PUBLIC SERVICE 
 
Contracts for base services are going to be reviewed and the Estate & Infrastructure Group will 
engage with DFA on the feasibility of special provisions for partners within these contracts. DFA has 
also just started to explore what strategies may be appropriate to assist employment outcomes for 
partners within the Australian Public Service.  
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HOME-BASED BUSINESS  
 
DFA acknowledges the significant body of work being undertaken by Defence Housing Australia to 
address some of the challenges for partners to run a business in a Service Residence. Initial work has 
resulted in all applications being processed centrally by one individual to ensure consistency and 
visibility of the needs of partners. Home-based businesses need to comply with local Council 
regulations and the work by DHA includes researching requirements where Service Residences are 
located. They are also investigating this process from the perspective of landlords. DFA was involved 
in a series of workshops conducted by DHA earlier in the year and we look forward to seeing further 
outcomes. 

Six percent of respondents to the 2019 ADF Families Survey indicated they are self-employed. The 
DFA National Convenor is on the Advisory Council for Prince’s Trust Australia’s Enterprise for 
Veterans program which aims to assist Veterans and families explore self-employment and grow 
those opportunities. DFA has had a number of conversations with PTA throughout the year to 
determine how their services can be tailored to the specific needs of partners, including mobility. PTA 
are currently discussing partner-specific opportunities with potential funders. DFA thanks PTA for 
their efforts to support our entrepreneurial partners.  

REMOTE WORK 
 
DFA has recently developed relationships with two platforms whose specialties include remote 
working opportunities: Work180 and Werkling. DFA aims to develop these relationships to determine 
greater flexible and portable opportunities for partners.  

EDUCATION PIECES ON SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
Since our Project Officer –Employment started, number of education pieces have been written to 
assist our partners in their employment journey. Many of these have been focused on the planning and 
preparation stage of the job search with the intention of assisting our partners to think critically about 
their career options and to be proactive in seeking out additional resources, including registered career 
practitioners to support their decision-making process.  
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FAMILY SURVEY RESULTS 

TOP CONSIDERATIONS 
 

For the first time in an ADF Families Survey, respondents 
were asked in the 2019 survey to select the three most 
important considerations for them as a Defence family. 
These are the top three results for families with dependent 
children and those without (p.9). 

With dependent children: 

Children’s education 65% 

Housing quality and location 46% 

ADF member’s partner’s employment 34% 

Without dependent children: 

ADF member’s partner’s employment 54% 

Housing quality and location 53% 

Financial stability and ADF member’s absences from home 40% 

DFA asked for these questions to be included in the survey to understand what was most important to 
families and to shape our advocacy. These results are important because they confirm that DFA’s 
advocacy priorities need to stay focused on partner employment and housing locations. We’ve also 
heard that children’s education and wellbeing is extremely important to our ADF Families.     . 
Defence has heard this too and the Defence Community Organisation is currently reviewing their 
children’s programs including tutoring support. Discussions continue to take place regarding the 
location and suitability of Defence housing options.       

CONTACT BY ADF UNIT WHILE ON DEPLOYMENT 
 
Families reported that they have an expectation of being contacted by their member’s unit during a 
deployment. According to the survey report, “Some ADF members’ units contacted partners while the 
ADF member was on deployment. Less than half of partners who wanted contact received it and this 
was consistent across the Services” (p.16). Navy families were pro-actively contacted for support 
during mid-year deployments in 2020 that were more challenging due to the COVID environment. 
DFA welcomes this increased communication and support from Navy, and hope to see similar 
increases across all Services       
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OCCUPATION GROUPS 
 
At DFA’s request, the recent Families Survey sought more specific data about the occupations of our 
partners. Anecdotally we expected that there are a high number of partners employed as health and 
education professionals, and this has been confirmed in the survey report.  This data is also essential 
for DFA to guide our advocacy work. 

Top 10 sub-major occupational groups for civilian partners 

Major group Sub-major group Percentage (%) 

Professionals Health Professionals 13 

Professionals Education Professionals 11 

Professionals Business, Human Resource and Marketing 
Professionals 

7 

Managers Other Managers 6 

Professionals Other Professionals 5 

Community and Personal 
Services Workers 

Carers and Aides 5 

 

Clerical and Administrative 
Workers 

Office Managers and Program Administrators 4 

 

Clerical and Administrative 
Workers 

Clerical and Office Support Workers 3 

Professionals Legal, Social and Welfare Professionals 3 

Sales Workers Sales Assistants and Salespersons 3 

LONG TERM FAMILIES RESEARCH 
 
In 2019 DFA advocated for more research about our families and we started conversations with 
Defence People Group (DPG) about a comprehensive research program on ADF families.  For the 
first time there is now a dedicated position within DPG for ADF family research. The Deputy 
Director Family Research has been progressing this comprehensive research program (it’s a lengthy 
process as it requires establishing partnerships with other research bodies) and DFA looks forward to 
further involvement in this important initiative.   
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COMMUNICATIONS TO FAMILIES 
 
DFA was well positioned to maintain digital communications to families during 2020 due to its 
already well-established online presence and trust with families.  

DFA’s online presence includes, 9 Facebook pages, as well as Instagram, ForceNet, Twitter, 
LinkedIn, YouTube and ForceNet Families. Each National delegate maintains their own regional 
Facebook pages to provide tailored local information and events. DFA also a e-Newsletter, ‘The 
Advocate”, that is issued quarterly and can be accessed via the DFA website.         

Throughout 2020, our content strategy was quickly adapted to ensure families were kept up to date 
with important announcements from Health Officials and the Department of Defence. We were also 
able to share the wide range of online events, health and wellbeing advice, and community 
information to keep our families connected to each other.        

             

WEBINARS 
 
During March 2020, DFA held three hour-long webinars targeted specifically at new ADF civilian 
partners. The webinars were recorded and uploaded to the DFA website, with short grabs from the 
webinars posted to our social media channels.   

DFA is appreciative of the time the Services, Chaplains and DCO provided in supporting this 
initiative.  

Each webinar included a Deputy Service Chief, Major General Natasha Fox, a Service Chaplain and 
the DFA Convenor, Maree Sirois. The Army and Navy webinars were held during the period of time 
when sentiment surrounding COVID-19 started to intensify, and was a welcome opportunity for 
families to ask questions and hear directly from the Services.   

 

 
DFA Navy Webinar featured a conversation with Chaplain James Sutherland, DFA National Convenor, Maree Sirois, Deputy Chief 
of Navy, Read Admiral Mark Hammond AM, RAN and Head of People Capability, Major General Natasha Fox, AM, CSC. 
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The webinars attracted good reach on social media with many positive comments received. 

I just wanted to say thank-you for organising last night, I found it to be a 
really useful webinar, and I'm only sad that it wasn't available when I first 
became a spouse. I also loved the fact that it was online and in the evening 
as so many events for spouses are during work time so you can't attend if 
you work.  
 
Thanks again for making me feel like part of the Defence community for the 
first time.  
 
Huge thanks to DCAF and Karyn - hearing the attitude of the RAAF re. 
family support is very reassuring as a new defence spouse! Feeling very 
grateful being part of the RAAF family 
      
I just watched the Air Force one, as my husband has just accepted his offer 
and enlistment is soon. I found it incredibly helpful. Thank you! 

 

What a great tool for new spouses 
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FORCENET 
 
 
After being involved with the development of ForceNet for Families for several years it was pleasing 
to see its use increase significantly during 2020. The unprecedented bushfire crisis and then the 
COVID-19 pandemic had families looking for accurate information from Defence, which ForceNet 
assisted in providing       

DFA continued to add content to ForceNet, encouraging families to join, and participated regularly in 
the ForceNet Working Group.   

It is good to see the many family focussed ForceNet groups now up and running such as HMAS 
Albatross Families, SADFO RAAF Tindal Families and HMAS Arunta Families keeping the 
communications open and transparent so families are well informed.   

Family members are added automatically to our own ForceNet page, but we also receive requests 
from ADF and APS personnel to join the group. There was a spike in join requests at the end of 
March 2020 which would appear to be in line with the height of the first wave of the pandemic when 
many people were working from home and seeking information for families.  

 

 

 

 

  

Number of join requests to the DFA ForceNet page spiked during March at the 
onset of COVID-19 restrictions in Australia.  
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ONLINE PRESENCE  
 
During 2019-2020 DFA has collaborated with and shared online content from the following areas: 

● ADF Financial Services Centre  

● Defence Domestic and Family Violence Strategy 

● DCO  

● Defence Health 

● DHA  

● DSNSG 

● DVA  

● ForceNet 

● Military Wife Life 

● Napier Art Competition 

● Navy Health 

● Open Arms 

● PostingConnect 

● RAAF 

● Veterans’ Film Festival An example of some of the social media reach short snippets from the DFA 
webinars produced.   
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SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS EXAMPLES 
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NATIONAL REPRESENTATION 
 
At a national level, DFA has been represented on the following working groups and committees. 

Defence: 

● ForceNet for Families Working Group 

● Posting Connect 

● Family and Domestic Violence Working Group 

Department of Veterans Affairs: 

● Ex-Service Organisation Round Table 

● Younger Veterans Contemporary Needs Forum 

● Council for Women and Families United by Defence Service 

 

Family and Domestic Violence Working Group submissions 

As members of the Family and Domestic Violence Working Group, DFA has contributed several 
submissions this past year on this important topic. DFA is pleased to see that plans are now moving 
beyond education to accountability of the person using violence and considering systematic issues 
which impact a victim.  

It is also pleasing to see an acknowledgement of the need for, and plans being made, to achieve 
consistent data collection to move towards a more thorough understanding of this issue in the ADF 
context. DFA has provided feedback on aspects of our housing for partners that are subject to family 
violence. 

DFA also highlighted that a family member victim can feel very isolated when a breakdown of 
relationship occurs as it feels like the ADF member continues to be supported through subsidised 
housing for example, while they immediately have to seek independent support. DFA knows that 
some of the Ex-Service Organisations can and do support family violence victims, however, they are 
not sufficiently funded to have this widely advertised. Further work is needed to understand this 
potential gap in support.    
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Sarah, DFA Delegate for Southern Queensland meets with 
Rex D Dog from Defence Housing Australia.  


